Envied for its unrivaled coastlines and pristine beaches, when visiting Western Australia, it’s a rite of passage to take part in an aquatic experience. Whether your group prefers to get amongst the action and swim with whale sharks or view from the deck aboard a whale watching tour, the opportunities are endless when visiting WA. Give your delegates a story worth sharing when you visit Australia’s west coast for your next incentive trip.

1. CATCH YOUR OWN LOBSTER ON ROTTNEST ISLAND
Here’s one for the delegates who prefer to stay dry. Nowhere else in Australia can you depart from a capital city by boat, and arrive in an award winning wine region on the same day. Relax and enjoy the iconic city skyline and beautiful picturesque landscape as you escape the city and cruise leisurely into the upper regions of the Swan Valley.

2. WINE, DINE AND CRUISE UP THE SWAN RIVER
Delegates with a taste for adventure are sure to be amazed at the opportunity to immerse themselves in a culinary Kimberley adventure, set against the stunning backdrop of Broome. Jump aboard the Crusader Ill, a fully equipped 69-foot charter boat, watch a live pearl harvest before indulging in a seven-course menu while watching a magical Broome sunset.

3. KAYAK ON THE SWAN AT SUNSET
Treat your delegates to a slow exploration of the Swan River at sunset with Water Wanderers. Allow delegates the privilege of exploring beautiful Perth city in a unique fashion, with an experienced local guide to take you along the historic Swan Estuary at sunset over a two-hour journey. Finish the wander on water with a barbeque at dusk to conclude.

4. SWIM WITH WHALE SHARKS ON THE NINGALOO REEF
Delegates with a taste for adventure are sure to be amazed at the opportunity to swim with whale sharks at the world heritage listed Ningaloo Reef. A true once in a lifetime experience, cruises operate out of Exmouth which can be accessed by a two-hour plane ride from Perth Airport.

5. HARVEST WILD PEARLS AT SEA IN BROOME
This authentically Australian experience gives your delegates the opportunity to immerse themselves in a culinary Kimberley adventure, set against the stunning backdrop of Broome. Jump aboard the Crusader Ill, a fully equipped 69-foot charter boat, watch a live pearl harvest before indulging in a seven-course menu while watching a magical Broome sunset.

6. LEARN HOW TO SAIL ON THE SWAN RIVER
Give the gift of a new skill and treat your incentive group to an exciting day on the Swan River with a sailing charter. With no sailing experience required, your delegates are sure to learn a thing or two as an experienced skipper shows them the ropes. Choose a relaxing sunset cruise or thrill your delegates with a team sailing race.

7. MEET THE PENGUINS OF PENGUIN ISLAND
A quick five-minute ferry ride off the coast of Rockingham will have your incentive group up close and personal with the smallest penguins in the world – the little penguins! Penguin Island is home to a colony of penguins, with daily feeding shows open to be viewed by visitors.

8. RIDE A WATER BIKE ON THE SWAN RIVER
Perth Water Bike Co offers a unique and active way to explore Perth’s stunning city skyline. Glide across the Swan River with your incentive group and enjoy views of Elizabeth Quay, the insta-famous Blue Boatshed, and Optus Stadium from a unique vantage point situated atop the water.

9. SWIM WITH DOLPHINS IN ROCKINGHAM
Looking to get up close and personal with the most friendly and intelligent mammal in the ocean? Take a trip to Rockingham, located just under an hour from the Perth CBD, where your incentive travellers can get involved in a unique aquatic experience. The expert team at Perth Wild Encounters will guide you through the process, ensuring safety and enjoyment for all your delegates while they get up close and personal with these welcoming mammals.

10. SPOT MIGRATING WHALES ON A WHALE WATCHING CHARTER
Naturaliste Charters operate as the leading whale watchers in the Margaret River Wine Region and are the perfect providers for your next incentive travel experience. Marvel at the majestic nature of Humpback, Southern Right, Minke and Blue Whales as they swim and play within metres of the vessel.